In babies and young children, the brain grows at an
incredible rate.4 If the part of the brain used for
learning, memory and cognition (the hippocampus)
doesn’t get enough iron during this growth, it
doesn’t develop properly.4

If your iron levels are low, you might not be able
to make new cells as efficiently as you should.

IRON FOR YOUR BRAIN
On a day to day basis, the brain needs
a lot of energy. Iron is essential in several
steps to make this energy.4

Our skin, hair and blood cells are always
growing or being renewed. The process
of making new cells is dependent on
iron- containing proteins.10
Iron is used in many
aspects of the day to day
functioning of your body: from
your brain, to your muscles
down to your DNA.

Iron is a fundamental part of several of
the proteins that allow our DNA to copy
and repair itself.10

Iron is also important to make the chemicals and
structures that send messages across the brain and
throughout the body.6,7

IRON FOR THE BUILDING
BLOCKS OF LIFE

The Role
of Iron

Being iron deficient can leave
you feeling fatigued,1 unable to
concentrate,2 and cold.3

We get energy from different sources – sugar,
carbohydrates and fat for example. But for our
body to use this energy, it has to be broken
down – and this requires iron.7, 8

We also need oxygen for the production of
energy. Iron is used to carry oxygen around
the body in red blood cells, and to store
oxygen in the muscles.7

If your iron levels are low, you might not have the
energy you’re used to and might feel the cold a bit
more than you should.

Some of this energy is used to make new connections
in our brain, and to keep the connections that are
already made running smoothly.5,6

If your iron levels are low, your brain may struggle
to concentrate or learn new things.6

IRON TO STAY HEALTHY
When exposed to germs, our immune
system responds with the aim of
destroying the germ. Iron is needed for
the immune system to work properly.7

IRON FOR
ENERGY & WARMTH
Iron is needed for the
processes in your body
that keep you warm.6

Iron plays a critical role in the
optimal functioning of the muscles.8

If your iron levels are low, your body might not be able to
fight off infection and heal as well as it could.9

OUR BODIES NEED IRON. IF YOU THINK YOU MIGHT BE SUFFERING FROM IRON DEFICIENCY, SPEAK TO YOUR DOCTOR AND GET YOUR IRON LEVELS CHECKED.

Vifor Pharma, a company of the Vifor Pharma Group, is a world leader in the discovery, development, manufacturing and marketing of
pharmaceutical products for the treatment of iron deficiency. The company also offers a diversified portfolio of prescription and
non-prescription medicines. Vifor Pharma’s operational headquarters are in Zurich, Switzerland, and the company has an increasingly
global presence and a broad network of affiliates and partners around the world. For more information about Vifor Pharma, please visit
www.viforpharma.com
IronDeficiencyDay.com and IronDeficiency.com are intended to provide educational information to an international audience, at the
exclusion of US residents. All information contained herein is intended for educational purposes only and should not be used to replace
a discussion with a healthcare professional. All decisions regarding patient care must be handled by a healthcare professional, and be
made based on the unique needs of each patient.
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